Summer STEAM Enrichment
Program Overview
Come One, Come All to the RB FAIR!
WEEK 1: July 8th – July 11th
Carnival Eats
Teacher: Mrs. Lisa Moran
What is the best part about going to a carnival? The food, of course!! In this class, we will be
making all the fair favorites! We will be churning our own ice cream in a bag, spinning cotton
candy in a box, as well as frying up corn dogs and funnel cake in an air fryer. Come one, come
all to the RBS Fair, where the food will be the talk of the town!
Clowning Around
Teacher: Mrs. Eva Wilgan
Clowning around is lots of fun especially when you add makeup, masks, costumes and some
slapstick to boot. The best way to practice clowning is to experiment with people watching you.
From choosing a funny name, to miming, to juggling or making terrible noises, each clown will
develop his or her own personality. This fun-filled week will be full of laughter. Clowning
around will definitely be encouraged!
The Art Show: Magic Math
Teacher: Mrs. Rebecca Masone
Math is beautiful! Yes, that is right, beautiful! At the RB County Fair Art Show you will
discover how to create incredible artwork using math! You’ll explore tessellations and parabolic
curves (spirographs). Create your own agomographs (changing pictures)! Use the Fibonacci
Sequence Golden Ratio to draw caricatures and design circle art.
Carnival Mega Pass
Teacher: Mrs. Ashley DiGidio
Have you ever wanted to learn how to design your own carnival games? Then step right up and
learn how with Mrs. DiGidio! Students will build, test, and play some of their favorite carnival
games, including games of chance and games of skill. Games include but are not limited to bean
bag toss, duck pond, basketball shooting, fish bowl, and water races. At every great carnival, the
more players, the bigger the prize! See you there!
Roller Coaster Tycoon
Teacher: Mr. Kevin McDermott
Have you ever been to a theme park and found yourself in awe at the amazing size and speed of a
rollercoaster? Rollercoasters have been around for a long time now, but not many people
understand how they work! Come learn about how rollercoasters can create such a thrill in
people young and old! We will learn about the physics and architecture in creating rollercoasters.
We will even design our own rollercoasters and use apps on the iPad to bring our creations to
life! Come one, come all! Use your imagination and bring your dream rollercoaster to life!
*All Pre-K courses will be assisted by Miss Krygoski, Miss Clark, and Miss Vozza.

Outta This World!
WEEK 2: July 15th -July 18th
In a Galaxy Far, Far Away!
Teacher: Mr. Christopher Robinson
Get ready and blast off beyond our galaxy exploring the world of Star Wars! On our travels, we
will be using our artistic and engineering skills to create space galaxies beyond the outer rim,
design light sabers while engaging the lore of Star Wars in exciting fun games and activities.
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy
Teacher: Mr. Michael Wagner
Get your intergalactic passports ready! Students will travel through space and time beginning
with the sun and hopping from planet to planet on a virtual tour through the cosmos. Students
will be creating their own solar system as we go, making an interstellar atlas of knowledge and
adventure.
Whoville, It Could Happen
Teacher: Mrs. Kristine LePera
Everyone knows that life exists here on Earth and that there are planets, moons, and stars out
there in space. But, have you ever wondered, if, perhaps, Horton was onto something? Maybe
there are worlds that exist out there that are so tiny that they can survive on a speck. Maybe we
actually live on a tiny speck in someone else’s world. Join us as we design a new world with
unique inhabitants. We will look into diverse habitats and tiny microorganisms for inspiration.
The possibilities are endless as long as you allow your imagination to soar!
Cosmic Investigators
Teacher: Mrs. Rebecca Masone
Calling all space fans! How can wave behavior help us find planets around distant stars? What
is gravitational music? How can a large structure be engineered light enough and small enough
to be launched into space? Learn the answers to these questions by exploring the tools scientists
use to study outer space. Experiment with waves. Build your own model of a mini LISA (Laser
Interferometer Space Antenna), solar-sail mast, motorized Mars Rover, or design your own
spacecraft.
Physical Physics
Teacher: Mrs. Eva Wilgan
There’s nothing more fun than launching a ping pong ball and watching it spin out of control,
building a parachute to save an egg from being scrambled, creating a cola geyser with a few
pieces of candy all in the name of physics – and a good time. This week, you will ask questions
like a true scientist and play like a kid. It will be a time to put your knowledge to use, grab your
lab coat (or an old t-shirt) and have fun experimenting with physical physics!
*All Pre-K courses will be assisted by Miss Krygoski, Miss Clark, and Miss Vozza

Christmas in July
WEEK 3: July 22nd -July 25th
Christmas Confections
Teacher: Mrs. Kristine LePera
Ahh… the smells and tastes of Christmas are hard to resist! Instead of eating these delicious
treats we will be using cookies, candies, cakes and pies in various engineering challenges and
fun experiments. Have you ever launched a dreaded fruitcake? Join us as we build an apparatus
and see who can send the infamous fruitcake the furthest. Gumdrops, candy canes, and
gingerbread are just some of the other treats we will be working with this Christmas in July!
It’s time to Santa-cise!
Teacher: Mrs. Eva Wilgan
It’s time for Santa to get his crew all geared up for that grueling Christmas Eve delivery
schedule! The elves are lifting weights, Santa is doing plenty of planks and sit-ups, and the
reindeer are completely engrossed in a daily boot camp! Come join in the workouts with
Rudolph as he and his crew get themselves ready for Christmas.
The Mystery of Santa’s Christmas Voyage
Teacher: Mr. Kevin McDermott
There are many mysteries about Santa’s legendary voyage that he makes each year to bring us all
of our Christmas gifts. Some things we may never know! However, we do know that Santa
begins in the North Pole and makes an incredible trip around the world in one night. Where is the
North Pole? What happens there? How does Santa know where to go? Or how does he know
how fast to go? In this class, we will learn about compasses, satellites, maps and other tools that
Santa uses to get to where he is going. We will learn about the NORAD, and how they track
Santa each year. We will also have our own scavenger hunts using these tools to find hidden
items throughout Reverend Brown! Come ready to explore and learn more about our favorite
gift-giver, Santa Claus!
Christmas Incognito
Teacher: Mr. Christopher Robinson
Ho, Ho, Ho! When the last present is dropped off and Santa is whiped out, does he vacation in
Hawaii? What does he look like? Get your spy gear ready as we go undercover! Students will
use their artistic and engineering skills to create and explore the different destinations that Santa
and his gang are hiding out at after Christmas! Get ready to splash some paint, mold your hands
in clay, and travel the world!
Santa’s Workshop
Teacher: Mr. Michael Wagner
Students will be honorary elves and toy makers in this rare time of year when Christmas is afoot,
while the other foot is in sand! Students will be designing, cutting, sanding, assembling and
painting “elf made” toys inside Santa’s Workshop, right here in North Pole, Sparta.
*All Pre-K courses will be assisted by Miss Krygoski, Miss Clark, and Miss Vozza.

Under the Sea
WEEK 4: July 29th –August 1st
Finding Atlantis
Teacher: Mr. Michael Wagner
Students will investigate the lost city of Atlantis. Together we will take a virtual tour of how
scientists are using new technology to map the ocean floor and locate possible roads, buildings
and other artifacts that were only once left to myth and speculation. Students will be exploring an
unknown world under the sea and will be trying to answer one of history’s greatest mysteries,
“What happened to Atlantis?”
Dive and Discover the Layers
Teacher: Mrs. Kristine LePera
The ocean is INCREDIBLE. Sunlight only reaches the uppermost layers, and that's where most
living things on the planet can be found. But even deep below the surface life finds a way. Join
us as we dive into all the layers and learn about the unique animals and plants that exist at each
layer. The deeper we go, the more interesting things get! As we dive and explore, we will build
our own ocean in a bottle and work on various projects based on our dives. Be prepared to
explore where few have ever gone before, a journey deep into the sea of life!
Ocean Idol
Teacher: Mrs. Eva Wilgan
Feel like challenging Neptune in a sing off or becoming part of an under-the-sea marching band?
Can you find Nemo or help Dory get home? Perhaps you can help Moana restore the heart of Te
Fiti? With a song and a dance, you will help all of those characters on their adventurous journeys
to overcome their obstacles.
Life Aquatic
Teacher: Mr. Christopher Robinson
Make a splash with your creativity and imagination! Create your own sea creation out of clay,
plunge into a surreal ocean masterpiece using different methods of painting, and create
Illustrations for your story on discovering an underwater treasure. What really lurks deep below
the sea?
Shipwrecked and Stranded
Teacher: Mrs. Dana Krygoski
Imagine you are a castaway. Your ship is wrecked and you are stranded on an island…. What
would you do? Do you know how to read a map or use a compass? Can you find safe drinking
water or forage for food? In this class, we will learn basic survival skills including how to make
shelter as well as basic first aid skills. We will also be planning, constructing, and testing our
very own rafts and boats to see if we have what it takes to make it off our island!
*All Pre-K courses will be Miss Clark and Miss Vozza

